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Summary
NHS Numbers are the only unique, national, patient identifier within the UK’s health and social care system. They have both clinical and research value, and are of particular value to the longitudinal population study community in establishing linkages to participants’ records. Historically, creation and allocation of NHS Numbers was not coordinated across providers or systems; introducing duplication and error within NHS record systems and meaning record linkage algorithms had sub-optimal information to accurately establish linkages. The creation of the modern NHS Number and the NHS Spine – a system for managing patient identifiers through the care system – has led to improvements in NHS Number management and quality. Despite these improvements, from a longitudinal perspective the system remains complex, varies across the UK, and is subject to increasingly stringent data owner controls and legislative requirements.

The NHS Number is a unique identifier used to consistently identify patients across the health and social care system. There are three separate NHS Number systems: one for England, Wales and the Isle of Man; one for Scotland; and, one for Northern Ireland. NHS Numbers (in England, Wales and the IoM) are currently managed within the 'Personal Demographics Service'; a database of NHS administrative patient information. A strong patient identifier is vital for clinical safety (e.g. ensuring the correct information is joined together) and for administration (e.g. record management and the distribution of funds within the NHS).

NHS Numbers and the systems that manage these are also of value to the research community, given that linkage to routine records is increasingly seen as an important data collection methodology within longitudinal research\(^1\).\(^2\). This resource report summarises the NHS Numbers used across the UK, outlines how these are managed with a focus on the Personal Demographic Service (PDS) and how these resources relate to the needs of longitudinal population studies.

This technical aspect of the report is supplemented with a short discussion on selected literature related to the quality of NHS Number, the NHS patient registers and record linkage. The aim of this is to provide an overview (rather than a comprehensive review) of linkage to NHS data and the technical issues associated with the linkage and biases that may emerge.

---


Aims

This report aims to summarise information related to the NHS Number, the systems used to manage NHS Number’s and to note design or historical features which are of relevance to NHS Number’s application within the cohort and longitudinal study community. Within this, we will:

1. Provide an overview of NHS Number, describing its history, coverage and content;
2. Describe the particular format of the different versions of NHS Number;
3. Summarise the process by which NHS Numbers are allocated;
4. Describe the systems developed to manage NHS Number;
5. Describes types of quality and coverage issue impacting on NHS Number and associated patient demographic data;
6. Summarise some of the literature assessing the quality and completeness of the NHS Number and associated demographic/registry information.

The report is not based on a systematic review of all literature relating to NHS Number, the systems used to manage it, or the sum of research studies utilising NHS Number in their research. Rather, it is based on the knowledge and experience of the authors gained from linking participants in the ALSPAC birth cohort study to their NHS Numbers held in the national repository for these data.

Scope

The report focuses on the NHS Number systems in England, Wales and the Isle of Man. This system is distinct from the Scottish NHS Number system and to the system used in Northern Ireland.
NHS Numbers and the systems used to manage them

History

The origins of the NHS Number system lie in the Second World War. Where, in anticipation of the war, a nascent national health service was established through the Emergency Medical Services (1938). Shortly after war was declared, a population census was conducted (taken on 29th September 1939), a national population register was established and national identity cards were issued (as part of the census enumeration process). Each identity card recorded a person’s identity and allocated an identity number. The local population registers taken during the 1939 registration census were compiled into a central register held at the Central National Register Office (CNRO) at Southport (where the 1939 archive comprises of approximately seven thousand transcript books containing forty million registrations). The National Register was adapted to meet the needs of the National Health Service (1948) and continued to run under ‘wartime conditions’ (where it was used in the management of rationing) until it was discontinued in February 1952. Following this, the CNRO became the National Health Service Central Register (NHSCR), where the National Register became a patient register, with the associated Identity Numbers becoming the original NHS Numbers. The primary purposes of the NHSCR were to: 1) help General Practitioners (via Family Practitioner Committees (formerly Executive Councils) of the NHS) to register patients through maintaining a central register of all NHS patients in England and Wales; 2) control the issue of new NHS numbers and manage the risk of inflated of practice lists; and, 3) feed back vital event notifications to General Practices (e.g. notifying GPs of patient deaths). Until 1990 the NHSCR was managed as a paper-based system, based on each NHS patient having an entry in a transcript book (indexed by NHS Number). This entry was updated to reflect patients’ current status (including cancer and death registrations and practice change/migration).

The initial coverage of NHS Numbers and the National Register was high (given it was tied to the allocation of rations). However, historically, the use of the NHS Number was inconsistent, both in terms of quality and quantity, across NHS organisations and different NHS record keeping systems. Improving Information Technology capability coupled with a desire to improve clinical care and operating efficiencies within the NHS has driven initiatives to develop a fully interoperable electronic health care system; underpinned by the mandatory and standardised use of NHS Number. Historical milestones in relation to NHS

3 The 1939 National Registration census is of great interest to those interested in genealogy and the academic community. The census records have been digitised and are available via genealogical databases or government offices. See: http://www.1911census.org.uk/1939.htm
4 Agar JE. Identity cards in Britain: past experience and policy implications. History & Policy. 2005(33).
5 The history of the NHS Central Register is recorded within the ‘General Register Office: National Health Service Central Register: Correspondence and Papers’ archive held in the National Archive (http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/C13347).
Number\textsuperscript{9} include: 1) in 1991 NHSCR introducing an in-house developed computer system called the Central Health Register Enquiry System (CHRIS)\textsuperscript{10} to replace the previous paper-based system; 2) In 1995 the introduction of the new NHS Number system; 3) From 2009, NHS standards mandated the precise structure of this new NHS Number, its systematic use and that it be incorporated into all new software being deployed within the NHS system; and, also in 2009, changes implemented to allocate NHS Number's as soon after birth as possible via the Information Authority’s NHS Numbers for Babies (NN4B) Programme.

Over time the NHSCR has become an increasingly important research resource. Studies were able to ‘trace’ (i.e. establish a record linkage) their participants within the register and ‘flag’ them to receive vital status updates. The Medical Research Information Service (MRIS) was established to conduct these tracing and flagging services in the role of ‘honest broker’\textsuperscript{11}. By 1998 MRIS had flagged ~500 research studies in the NHSCR\textsuperscript{12}. This role (within England, Wales and IoM) has transferred to NHS Digital, within Scotland this role is conducted by the National Records of Scotland (NRS), and within Northern Ireland by the Central Services Agency for the Health and Social Services\textsuperscript{13}.

**Value within a Longitudinal Population Studies context**

Outside of their clinical and administrative value within the NHS, longitudinal studies are likely to use NHS Number to inform record linkage and data extraction processes. Within this use case, the systems used to manage NHS Number, the additional demographic and administrative data they contain and the manner in which these interface with other health record systems are likely to be as important as the NHS Number themselves\textsuperscript{14}. Record linkage in this context refers to the process of establishing a link between a study participants record within a study administrative record and that same given individual’s record(s) within a health or social care dataset (or across multiple datasets). Record linkage techniques typically rely on comparing individuals’ personal identifiers (e.g. their name, address, sex, date of birth). Each of which are subject to natural change over time or reporting/recording error. Augmenting ‘real world’ identifiers such as these with identification numbers helps address change occurring from social processes, some forms of error and also helps the efficiency of data management\textsuperscript{15}.

\textsuperscript{9} For a wider perspective on the creation and evolution of the UK National Health Service see: Greengross P, Grant K, Collini E. The history and development of the UK National Health Service 1948 1999. Health System Resource Centre, United Kingdom. 1999.
\textsuperscript{12} Ibid. 10.
Once a link is established between study participants and their NHS Number, this can be used to ‘flag’ participants within centrally managed patient registers. Such flagging can be a means to undertaking retrospective data collection on existing cohorts and prospective long-term data collection designed to capture critical outcomes, improve study administration and enable the linkage of additional health and social care records.

The demographic and health service status information contained within the patient index databases used to manage NHS Numbers has additional value for longitudinal studies. These data can be used to:

- Inform participant tracing strategies – for example, the ALSPAC birth cohort study use linkage to PDS to gather contact information on participants who have become lost to follow-up16, the 6 Day Sample of the Scottish Mental Survey used Scottish NHSCR tracing to mail fair processing materials17;
- To collect key outcome information (e.g. fact of death) to avoid insensitive patient contact18 and as a means of collecting important outcome data. For example, the Hertfordshire Aging Study used linked cause of death to identify that small size at birth and during infancy was associated with increased risk of cardiovascular mortality in men and women19;
- To assist study recruitment and sample selection. For example, the Born in Bradford cohort used live feeds to the PDS’s predecessor system to validate NHS Numbers during recruitment20;
- ‘Flag’ a cohort of participants to the NHS to receive ongoing vital event notifications and to permit linkage to other data sources (e.g. Hospital Episode Statistics databases. For example, the ALSPAC birth cohort study, an initial linkage to NHS Number via the NHSCR system was used to inform linkage to participants’ records within the Central Practice Research Datalink database21, to identify and extract records from the Hospital Episode Statistics database22, and to determine participants’ registered GP practice and therefore enable extraction of participant primary care records held within General Practice systems23.

---

17 C.E. Brett, I.J. Deary. Realising health data linkage from a researcher’s perspective: Following up the 6-Day Sample of the Scottish Mental Survey 1947. Longitudinal and Life Course Studies, 5(2014), pp. 283-298
18 Singh S. How not to contact the dead. Br J Gen Pract. 2013 Jun 1;63(611):309-.
NHS Number

The NHS Number in England, Wales and IoM has existed using two distinct formats.

**Original NHS number format**

The original NHS number format (based on WWII National Identity Card Numbers) used an alpha-numeric code; an initial four-character code followed by numbers.

Those alive in 1939 and included in the National Registration census had systematically applied numbers which comprised a four alpha-character code indicating the enumeration district and a subsequent set of digits where the first digits indicated the 'schedule' being completed by the numerator (which indicate an individual property or institution) and subsequent digits assigned incrementally based on how many people were in the property at the time of the census (e.g. for area ABCD, schedule line 24, 3rd person in the household the card number would have been "ABCD 24/3")\(^{24}\).

Subsequent entries to the register (e.g. new births) would receive a number using the same format, where the alpha-component corresponded to the birth registration district and the time period. This system continued until 1996.

**Current NHS Number format**

The new format NHS number, introduced in 1996, is a unique 10-digit number assigned to every individual registered with the NHS in England, Wales and IoM\(^{25}\). The NHS Number is constructed to a standard; which specifies how the NHS Number is created, used, transmitted and displayed\(^{26}\). It is 10 numeric digits in length, and is displayed and printed using a ‘3 3 4’ format (e.g. 123 456 7890). The first nine digits are the identifier and the tenth is a check digit used to confirm the number's validity\(^{27}\). As a means to improve quality and consistency of NHS Number use across the NHS it is now mandatory for NHS software systems to validate inputted numbers and to reference the NHS Number master reference file\(^{28}\). This validation check uses the Modulus-11 check process that can form a useful quality control measure within LPS data management systems. The validation check can be expressed in any programming language, but is illustrated here as Stata syntax\(^{29}\) (see Panel 1).

The new format NHS Number was introduced with a communication campaign aiming to improve NHS Staff and public understanding and support for the systematic use of the NHS Number on all NHS records (see Figure 1).

\(^{24}\) See the website for the 1939 National Registration census for a more detailed description: http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-guides/1939-register/


\(^{27}\) Ibid.

\(^{28}\) Ibid.

\(^{29}\) Stata v15. StataCorp. 2011. Stata Statistical Software: Release 15. College Station, TX: StataCorp LP.
Figure 1. NHS Number public awareness poster (2013)\textsuperscript{30}

\textbf{You are unique - and so is your NHS number}

The NHS number makes it easier to find your health records and coordinate the care you receive. Using your NHS number to identify you correctly is an important step towards improving the quality of your treatment and care.

Your unique 10-digit NHS number will look similar to this example. 943 476 5870

You can find your NHS number by checking:
- your medical card (if you have one);
- your prescription;
- a letter or other document from the NHS; or
- with your GP practice.

Your baby’s NHS number can be found in their red book (if they have one).

If you know your NHS number, you can help healthcare staff find your records more easily by showing your number to them at appointments or quoting it when you contact them.

If you have any questions you can email nhsnumber@hscic.gov.uk

Ref: 4787

\textsuperscript{30} Public and NHS staff information materials can be found at: http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20160921150902/http://systems.digital.nhs.uk/nhsnumber/staff/comms
Panel 1. Stata representation of the NHS Number Modulus 11 check-sum.

* STEP 1: Multiply each of the first nine digits by weighting factor
* part a: convert nhs_id to string and split each digit into its own variable
tostring nhs_id, gen(nhs_id_st)
gen t1 = substr(nhs_id_st,1,1)
gen t2 = substr(nhs_id_st,2,1)
gen t3 = substr(nhs_id_st,3,1)
gen t4 = substr(nhs_id_st,4,1)
gen t5 = substr(nhs_id_st,5,1)
gen t6 = substr(nhs_id_st,6,1)
gen t7 = substr(nhs_id_st,7,1)
gen t8 = substr(nhs_id_st,8,1)
gen t9 = substr(nhs_id_st,9,1)
gen t10 = substr(nhs_id_st,10,1)

* part b: convert single digit variables to numerics
foreach v of var t1-t10 {
destr `v', replace
}

* part c: multiple first 9 digits by weighting factor
replace t1 = t1*10
replace t2 = t2*9
replace t3 = t3*8
replace t4 = t4*7
replace t5 = t5*6
replace t6 = t6*5
replace t7 = t7*4
replace t8 = t8*3
replace t9 = t9*2

*****************************************************************************
* STEP 2: Add the results of each multiplication together
gen total = t1+t2+t3+t4+t5+t6+t7+t8+t9
*****************************************************************************
* STEP 3: Divide the total by 11 and establish the remainder
gen remainder = mod(total, 11)
*****************************************************************************
* STEP 4: Subtract the remainder from 11 to give the check digit
gen check_digit = 11-remainder
*****************************************************************************
* STEP 5: Check the remainder matches the check digit. If it does not, the NHS NUMBER is invalid
* If the result is 11 then a check digit of 0 is used.
* If the result is 10 then the NHS NUMBER is invalid
gen id_valid = 1 if check_digit == t10
replace id_valid = 0 if check_digit != t10
replace id_valid = 1 if check_digit == 11 & t10 == 0
replace id_valid = 0 if check_digit == 10
replace id_valid = . if nhs_id ==.
*****************************************************************************
* Finalising file & Labelling
label define valid_lb 0"no" 1"yes"
label values id_valid valid_lb
* drop temp vars & save out file
CLOSER Resource Report: NHS Numbers and their management systems.

Original system for allocating NHS numbers

The initial allocation of NHS numbers and the population of the National Register was conducted during the National Registration census by enumerators systematically visiting households. Subsequent ID allocation for babies was managed by the ‘Registrars of Birth’ at the point of Civil Registration. This system continued until 2002.

Current system for allocating NHS numbers

Some individual will not have an NHS Number (those born outside of England, Wales or the IoM, or, those born in England, Wales or the IoM before October 2002 and who had not previously registered with the NHS). Since October 2002, newborn babies are allocated an NHS number soon after birth; with ID allocation being managed by NHS staff in Maternity Units as they complete the Statutory Birth Notification. For other patients, they will be allocated an NHS number as they join the NHS, although temporarily joining an NHS GP practice list or visiting for less than three months does not result in the issue of an NHS number. This process of allocating NHS Numbers is described in detail elsewhere and is summarised in Panel 2.

The master copy of an individual’s NHS number is held within the PDS database (described below). Note that individual’s PDS record may be invalidated and a new PDS record created. This will result in the allocation of a new NHS Number.

The NHS have provided guidance illustrating ‘complex cases’ situations where NHS Numbers may not have been allocated (e.g. overseas visitors, patient only ever registered in Scotland or Northern Ireland, private patients, long-term mental health patients). These are distinct from scenarios where NHS Number exists but cannot be traced due to data quality issues. Where NHS Numbers cannot be identified, temporary ID codes can be used instead. There are a range of codes describing particular ‘complex case’ scenarios (e.g. ZZ99 3VZ is used for patients with no NHS Number and are currently of no fixed abode).

Panel 2. NHS Number allocation process

After registering at a General Practice, the patient acceptance details are returned to the NHSCR (Central Register). The return is checked to see if patient has already registered with another NHS GP or has NHS number, if so:

- NHSCR advises the currently responsible organisation to deduct the patient from their database.
- The currently responsible organisation advises the patient's previous GP to deduct the patient and forward their medical records to their organisation.

---

31 It is a legal requirement in the U.K. to officially register every live-born and still-born (until September 1992, defined as deliveries 28+ weeks gestation, from October 1992 this threshold was reduced to 24+ weeks) birth within 40 days from delivery.
The previous GP's organisation forwards the patient's medical records to the new responsible organisation.

If not:
- NHSCR issues an NHS number to the patient.
- NHSCR creates a registration record on its own system.

In either case:
NHSCR confirms acceptance and patient details, including NHS number, with the newly responsible organisation.
- The newly-responsible organisation confirms acceptance and patient details, including NHS number, with the patient's new NHS GP.
- The organisation may send the patient a medical card (FP4), including their NHS Number.

Scottish Community Health Index (CHI)

NHS Scotland maintain a register of all patients within The Community Health Index (CHI). The CHI Number is the unique patient identifier within this index. The CHI database has evolved from a regional database to having national coverage and it now contains a record for all NHS Scotland patients who are resident in Scotland, are non-Scottish patients or temporary visitors. The use of CHI Number in NHS Scotland systems is mandatory and the majority of babies are allocated with their CHI Number at birth (babies born at home or in a remote community may have a lag before CHI Number allocation given there is no immediate CHI-allocation or registration facility available in such circumstances). The CHI system comprises regional database, linked by a search index, and interfaces with the (Scottish) National Health Service Central Registrar (NHSCR) which contains birth registration data extending back to the 1939 National Registration census.

The CHI Number is formatted as a 10 digit numeric code. Like the NHS Number, the final digit is a check digit that be used to validate the code using the Modulus 11 process. The code contains embedded personal identifiers, the first six digits correspond to Date of Birth (in DDMMYY format) and the ninth digit represents patient sex (the 9th digit will be an odd number for males and an even number for females).

Embedding personal identifiers within the CHI Number has potential benefits in ensuring quality control (validating incoming linked health records against a study participant database using embedded date of birth is a useful quality check) yet also complicates the ethico-governance use of the identifier (given that includes additional ‘real world’ identifiers that could be used to disclose a patients identity).

---
36 The use of the CHI (Community Health Index) to support integrated care across the NHS in Scotland. (2013). Great Britain: NHS Scotland.
37 Ibid.
Northern Ireland Health and Care (H&C) Number

Within Northern Ireland, practice registration data and patient demographic information is maintained within the Medical Card Register; a list of patients registered with a family doctor. The unique patient identifier is known as the 'Health and Care Number (H&C Number)'. The H&C number uses the same 10-digit numerical value as the NHS Number used in England, Wales and IoM. It is presented using the same ‘3 3 4’ format, with the tenth digit being a modulus 11 check-digit. The H&C Numbers are distinct from NHS Numbers as they are drawn from a reserved range (from 320 000 001 to 399 999 999 plus check digit). The H&C Number is being used as the master patient identifier within the new Northern Ireland ‘Electronic Care Record’ system.

Systems for managing the NHS Number (in England, Wales and IoM)

Historical Systems

Until 1991 the NHSCR was managed as a paper based system. NHS Numbers, along with patient demographic and status information was organised in transcript books (indexed by NHSID) with a unique entry for each person. Each transcript book holds registrations for one registration area for a specific time period. In 1991, NHSCR introduced an in-house developed computer system known as CHRIS (Central Health Register Enquiry System). The CHRIS system (which went live on the 1st January 1991) was populated with the digitised records of all the live patients recorded in the register. It was subsequently updated with the records of new born babies and patients immigrating into England, Wales and IoM who them registered with GP. The CHRIS system was used by the MRIS team to provide services to researchers. These services included:

- Record Linkage – a service to ‘flag’ lists of research study participants to their NHS register record. The linkage methodology details are provided in Appendix 1;
- Current Status – a status check of whether an individual is alive (reporting geographical location of practice registration) or dead (reporting death registration details);
- List-cleaning – providing the current status of ‘flagged’ patients (reporting fact and date of death, current forename, surname, date of birth, geographical location of practice registration);

References:

41 See NHS Data Dictionary, Available at: https://www.datadictionary.nhs.uk/data_dictionary/attributes/h/health_and_care_number_de.asp
• Long-term follow up – providing long-term morbidity and mortality data for a ‘flagged’ population (deaths and cancer registration details, exits and entries to the NHS, geographical location of practice registration).

The CHRIS system was replaced by the PDS as part of the NHS Spine program. Following a review of NHS data sharing activities in the wake of the care.data program there was substantial change (in England) in the way in which researchers could link study cohorts to NHS Number and patient register details. These changes are outside the scope of this resource report.

The NHS ‘Spine’

The NHS Spine is the name given by the NHS to a collection of local and national (English, Welsh, IoM) databases and systems containing both patients clinical and demographic information. The Spine has been developed and is maintained by NHS Digital. The Spine comprises databases of information and ‘messaging’ functions capable of transferring and transmitting information between systems to agreed standards. Given that the NHS consists of over 27,000 individual organisations (e.g., primary and secondary care sites, pharmacies, opticians, dentists), a standardised system for transferring information is seen as essential to: allow efficient communication and flow of information; a means to improve patient safety through improved quality of information (e.g. reducing errors in identifying patients and accurately and efficiently collating relevant patient information); cost benefits through administrative efficiencies. The Spine is based around the notion of each patient being allocated a unique identifier (the NHS Number) and this number being used consistently across all record keeping and supported by rigorous data quality checks.

The Spine connects a wide range of systems, including the:

• Personal Demographics Service (PDS) – a database storing NHS Number and patient demographic information;
• Summary Care Record (SCR) – a centralised summary of patient’s clinical information;
• Secondary Uses Services (SUS) – a system centralising data from patient records to provide anonymised/pseudonymised business reports and statistics for (largely NHS) research, planning and public health delivery;
• GP2GP - the system transferring patient records between GP practices;
• Electronic prescription service – the system used to send electronic prescription records from General Practice’s to pharmacies.

Patient Demographic Service (PDS) and the National Back Office (NBO)

The PDS has replaced the NHSCR and is now the national (English, Welsh, IoM) electronic database of patient demographic details (i.e. the master patient register). It contains patient identifiers including the NHS Number, name, address, date of birth and associated non-clinical medical information such as their General Practice registration details. The PDS and the NBO share responsibility for managing the NHS Number and the associated patient

---

demographic data held within the PDS database. The PDS role relates to allocating NHS Numbers, managing the record to reflect ‘complex case’ circumstances (described below), managing appropriate access to the record, flagging the record to reflect patient data sharing decisions, and flagging the record for research purposes. It is within the NBO remit to manage the quality of NHS Numbers through identifying problem records (e.g. duplicate records) and reconciling problems with incoming data feeds.

The aim of the PDS is to support the functionality of the Spine systems through enabling a patient to be readily identified by NHS staff and associated, quickly and accurately, with their correct medical details. It is designed to support clinical functions and the linkage requirements of the research community. Managed access for research purposes can also be provided by NHS Digital through the Data Access Request Service (DARS)\textsuperscript{46}.

**PDS contents**

Unlike the wider Spine, the PDS only holds patient demographic data. The database contains a wide range of administrative variables (see Table 1). Some of these are likely to change over time to reflect changing national programmes (e.g. variables flagging governance related values are likely to change to reflect new legislation or new public permission options).

**Table 1: Demographic fields within the Patient Demographic Service database.**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>PDS variable</strong></th>
<th><strong>Variable description</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NHS Number</td>
<td>The unique patient identifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient name</td>
<td>Including any previous names, aliases and preferred name, e.g. Chris rather than Christopher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of birth</td>
<td>The patient's date of birth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of birth</td>
<td>The patient's place of birth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional birth information</td>
<td>The delivery time and birth order for multiple births.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of death</td>
<td>The patient's date of death.\textsuperscript{a}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death notification status</td>
<td>Indicates a formal death certificate has been issued for the patient and the death has been registered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Administrative gender.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Includes main, temporary and correspondence addresses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative contacts</td>
<td>The patient's legal guardian, proxy, family/close contact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunication contact details</td>
<td>Contact details such as telephone number, fax number and email address.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred contact times</td>
<td>Patient's preferred contact times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred contact method</td>
<td>The patient's preferred contact method, e.g. telephone contact by proxy, no telephone contact, sign language required in face-to-face contact or minicom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred written communication format</td>
<td>Specialised patient contact requirements, e.g. large print, Braille, audio tape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred language</td>
<td>Information on patient's preferred language of communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpreter required</td>
<td>Indicates that the patient requires an interpreter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{46} The DARS access process is outside of the scope of this report. Application details are available via the DARS website (available March 2018): https://digital.nhs.uk/data-access-request-service/process
NHS Care Record consent to share status
Indicates that the patient has agreed to share their health record.

Nominated dispensing contractor
The patient’s nominated dispensing contractor that could include a community pharmacy, dispensing appliance contractor and a dispensing doctor.

Reason for removal
Indicates that the patient is no longer registered with a GP, e.g. if a patient has moved from England or Wales.

Previous NHS contact indicator
Indicates that the patient confirms they have had previous NHS treatment. This allows the PDS National Back Office to check for a duplicate of a record.

Patient call-back consent status
Indicates that the patient is willing to be called back from a Choose & Book call-centre.

Shared secret
An encrypted password used to validate a patient’s identity when contacted from a Choose & Book call-centre.

Sensitive record indicator
Indicates that either the record is not accessible to PDS users, or that the content of the record is being reviewed to ensure the data is correct.

Primary care
The GP Practice with whom the patient is registered.

Date of registration
The date the patient registered with the GP Practice.

Serial change number
The mechanism for synchronising local and national records.

NHAIS information
The PDS holds certain information to allow it to interact with the NHAIS system that administers primary care. This information is not routinely accessible by the NHS, but NHAIS demographic information is regularly synchronised with PDS demographic information.

‘Complex cases’
All patients should have a PDS record, although situations relating to ‘complex cases’ may mean it is difficult to trace some individual’s records. For example, individuals serving within the Armed Forces, or those in Prison are likely to have an NHS Number and a PDS record – but are also likely to have different demographic details (either those provided by the study or those held by the NHS).

Governance issues specifically related to NHS Numbers
NHS Numbers (in all formats) are considered to be personal identifiers under the terms of the current Data Protection Act 1998 and the imminent Data Protection Act 2018 (EU General Data Protection Regulations). This introduces controls on how NHS Numbers should be used. It is however arguable – given that almost all UK citizens are routinely
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48 i.e. this includes the English, Welsh and IoM NHS Number as well as the Scottish CHI, despite the fact that the NHS Number is an effectively random number whereas the CHI is a composite identify containing other identifiers (date of birth and sex). This is because both patient identifiers are information that relate to an individual.
allocated an NHS Number regardless of health status - that an NHS Number alone does not constitute 'health data' and therefore does not need to be treated as sensitive personal information (this argument clearly would not hold where the context of the NHS Number conferred health status, e.g., a list of patients receiving chemotherapy would be health data even if it only contained NHS Numbers). This has benefits given that the use of sensitive personal information requires additional controls than the use of personal information. Regardless, as NHS Numbers are personal information (and sometimes sensitive personal information) this introduces governance restrictions on how NHS Numbers are used. NHS Scotland have investigated this issue with the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) – the national regulator for Data Protection Act in the UK – who consider that NHS Numbers should only be used for the purposes for which they were devised (note that this can, as is the case in Scotland, explicitly include for research purposes)⁴⁹. The justification for this is that using any form of personal identifier for multiple purposes may introduce data quality issues, raise information security concerns and degrade the initial purpose of the identifier (as seen with the Social Security Identifier number in the USA⁵⁰). Research data managers should be aware that the current ICO guidance is that non-health service organisations (i.e., research studies) may use (where they have an appropriate ethico-legal basis) NHS Numbers but not as the primary identifier within the research studies databases (i.e., the NHS Number is to be used as a tool to facilitate interactions with the health services only).

Access to PDS content (or the equivalent in Scotland and Northern Ireland) is covered by a complex range of ethico-legal considerations that are standard to any research application to access identifiable health information. It is outside the scope of this report to describe these requirements in any detail. However, there are also specific governance considerations that relate to certain PDS data that impact on research end users⁵¹. These are separate to the national ‘opt-out’ data sharing restrictions being introduced across England during 2018⁵². These include records relating to:

Vulnerable patients: Vulnerable patients (e.g., those suffering domestic violence, in the public eye, in witness protection programs) can request that their PDS entry is marked as ‘sensitive’ (a process known as ‘s-flagging’ within the NHS). This process restricts access to contact information, but does not remove the information from the record itself. This may impact on research participant tracing initiatives.

Adoptions: The UK adoption process is managed by the General Register Office (GRO). The GRO will notify the PDS of an adoption. A new record (including a new NHS Number) will be created within the PDS reflecting the post-adoption details of the child. No link will be established between the pre-adoption and post-adoption records (or ID numbers). This impacts on longitudinal studies attempting to link identifiers collected during recruitment (e.g., during pregnancy) with participant records where the study is unaware of the adoption process. This may bias or complicate the interpretation of study findings in certain investigations (e.g., those relating to outcomes in vulnerable children).

Gender reassignments: It is a legal right (Gender Recognition Act 2004) that individuals can ensure that their official records accurately reflect their status. Once a patient informs their GP about their gender reassignment, information about this is transmitted to the PDS. The

⁴⁹ The use of the CHI (Community Health Index) to support integrated care across the NHS in Scotland. (2013). Great Britain: Scottish Government.
⁵¹ Managing inappropriate access to patients’ demographic information using IT and local systems and services. Great Britain: Health and Social Care Information Centre.
⁵² A system being introduced in 2018 to allow patients to determine how their identifiable health care records are used. See here (available March 2018): https://digital.nhs.uk/national-data-opt-out
PDS will then create a new PDS entry with a new NHS Number. No link will be established between the old, and the new record. This could impact both on longitudinal studies tracing activities and strategies for participant follow-up through record linkage. This may bias or complicate the interpretation of study findings in certain investigations (e.g. those relating to outcomes in individuals following gender reassignment).

**Quality and coverage issues of relevance to LPS community**

Accurate research depends on good quality data. Fortunately, this research need is increasingly aligned with the needs of the health services; where there is a clinically driven demand to ensure NHS Numbers are accurate (in order to enable the accurate collation of records belonging to the same individual and the efficient administration of the system) and a financially driven demand to ensure patient registers are accurate (given that NHS payments are frequently allocated on a capitation basis)\(^{53}\). For this reason (within England, Wales and the IoM) the NBO are mandated to manage the quality of NHS Numbers (e.g. checking for patients allocated multiple NHS Numbers) and NHS standards and policy require that General Practitioners and system designers conduct checks sufficient to minimise list inflation\(^{54}\). While even in comparatively recent history there have been high levels of error within patient registration status (e.g. the Office for National Statistics estimated that in 2010 the GP registered population exceeded the national population by \(-2.8\text{m}, or 5.2\% \text{inflation}\)\(^{55}\) and that in Northern Ireland only an estimated three out of five patients leaving Northern Ireland to go abroad deregister from their family GP\(^{56}\)), more recent evaluations have suggested good levels of quality across the system\(^{57}\).

**Quality and coverage**

It is not possible to provide a comprehensive set of quality and coverage issues relating to NHS Number systems given the complexity of the systems, their variation over time and across the UK Home Nations and the variety of factors that could impact on quality and coverage (e.g. recording error, fraud, data handling error, linkage error). Rather than detail all possible issues, we highlight the following known issues that are pertinent to longitudinal studies.

1) **The master patient index (e.g. the PDS) is unlikely to include all citizens, and those absent are likely to be systematically different from those included.** This has the potential to introduce misreporting and may complicate recruitment to birth cohorts or assessments comparing cohort samples with wider population statistics. For example:

- Not every individual will have an NHS Number, and not all will be included in the patient index. For example: 1) those receiving entirely private health care treatment
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may not have an NHS Number (although many will as their treatment will involve
some degree of NHS involvement); 2) coverage in the 1939 National Register census
was impacted by people not completing the census in order to avoid conscription;
those migrating in and out of the system may have partial coverage (and this may
include those moving between the UK’s Home Nations).

- Historically, NHS Numbers were allocated as part of the Birth Registration process,
which occurred days or weeks after birth. This could lead to missed registrations from
those emigrating or where children died during the neonatal period. Dickinson et al.
(1997) found that in Cumbria during the 1950s, 31% of children who died in the
neonatal period either were not entered on NHSCR, or if they were entered, there
was no record of their death. However, by the 1970s the register was 99% complete.

- There are variations in policy for registering stillborn deliveries across the UK Home
Nations. Within England a stillborn delivery must be registered within 42 days, in
Scotland registration must occur within 21 days and in Northern Ireland registering
stillborn deliveries is optional (and can take place within a year from delivery). These
policy variations may have introduced differences to NHS Number allocation while
allocation was linked with birth registration.

2) Recording quality and coverage has been impacted by changes in which migration is
recorded and managed. This could impact on research considering migration (as patients
moving house within or across geographical areas may not change their GP and would
therefore not generate a migration notification), research using spatial analysis techniques or
on studies tracking & tracing strategies. It is worth considering that these inconsistency are
likely to have temporal (i.e. where linked to change in policy or system) and socio-
demographic patterns (e.g. students attending University while retaining a GP registration
based on their home address). Issues include:

- Patients moving house will have delayed registration at a new General Practice. It is
not a legal requirement in the UK to update your health registration status when you
move home. The time period between moving and creating a new registration (known
as ‘lagging’) is likely to be patterned by health and social characteristics, with parents
of young children, the elderly and those with chronic health conditions most likely to
have a short ‘lag’ period and male patients aged 18-44 most likely to have a longer
‘lag’ period.

- Practice relating to permanent emigration has changed over time. Historically,
permanent embarkation (emigration) was recorded as a result of patients handing in
their ‘medical card’ at the point of emigration. The move away from using ‘medical
cards’ has meant this practice no longer occurs and may as a result lead to some
under-reporting of emigration.

58 Dickinson HO, Parker L, Harris D, Botting B, Lawson A. Audit of ascertainment of deaths to children
born in Cumbria, UK, 1950-89 through the NHS central register. Journal of Epidemiology &
59 See: https://www.gov.uk/register-stillbirth
61 NHSCR data: quality assurance of administrative data used in population statistics. (December
2016). Great Britain: Office for National Statistics. Available from:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/
methodologies/nhsrdataqualityassuranceofadministrativedatausedinpopulationstatisticsdec2016
There is at times ambiguity between place of registration and place of residence. For example, at times it has been policy that patients must register with a GP near their home, at other times patients are free to choose their GP, or where the geographical information reported in the patient register is based on patient residence or the patient’s registered practice.

3) System and data management error will impact on data quality. These factors have the potential to impact on all aspects of epidemiological research, from reducing linkage quality, the onward use of NHS Number to identify and extract other records and the misreporting or misclassification of patient status. Coupled with the issues relating to coverage of NHS Number described above, it is worth those designing linkage algorithms to consider the merits of linkage passes that do not involve the NHS Number (even when theoretically present in both datasets).

- **The system will be impacted by data management error.** For example, the quality of information being returned to ‘flagged’ cohort studies could be impacted by transcription errors introduced through the paper based system, or duplicated NHS Numbers or misallocated NHS Numbers introduced through disjointed administration processes.

- **Policy and system changed impacts on the range of data collected and the way they are shared.** This can manifest itself in a reduced granularity of information provided (e.g. the NHSCR postings notifications to flagged longitudinal studies use to distinguish between patient movements due to ‘Diplomatic Embarkation’, ‘Prisoner’ and ‘Psychiatric Patient’, these are no longer recorded as separate posting classifications, but are instead aggregated to the broader category of ‘Cancellation’

### The use of NHS Number and PDS demographic data for record linkage purposes.

Studies using principally NHS data or linking NHS data to other sources to answer health research questions are increasingly common and are well documented; with the Understanding Patient Data website providing examples of good practice. There are fewer examples of methodological studies focusing on issues associated with linkage to NHS records (e.g. quality assessments). This overview provides a summary of publications of interest to researchers establishing linkages to NHS records via NHS Number and the PDS.

### Linking error

A study by Harron (2017) aimed to utilise identifier error variation to suggest new ways to improve data linkage. In this example HES records were linked via NHS number with data from the PDS. Findings showed an 0.11% identifier error (disagreements between HES-PDS records or missing values) for sex and date of birth and 53% of records for postcode. Identifier error rates were also found to differ significantly by age, ethnicity and sex. Other
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63 See: http://understandingpatientdata.org.uk/case-studies

important groups can be disproportionately affected by linkage error, for example when linking mother and baby data, babies who die in the first couple of days of life may not be linked because their name or NHS Number may not have been allocated before death. Another problem occurs when patient identifiers are either incorrect or missing, as this will lead to underestimates in readmission rates. This problem results in hospitals with poor quality identifiers appearing to have superior performance metrics. The GUidance for Information about Linking Data sets (GUILD) highlights areas of the linkage pathway when error can be introduced and suggest information that can be used to assess/account for linkage error.

As well as considering the linkage pathway, another way to minimise error in data linkage is to improve both data quality and the algorithm used for linkage. In a study by Hagger-Johnson (2015), the algorithm used to link together care records belonging to the same patient using NHS hospitals in England HES data, was thought to have a missed match rate of at least 4%.

**Multi data source approach**

To minimise issues with linkage error, studies such as the one by Britton et al. (2012), aimed to test and compare the validity of linked data sources using a multi sourced data approach. In this example, self-reported stroke events are compared against information in hospital medical records vs HES in the Whitehall II longitudinal study. This study found that a third of self-reported stroke events were not recorded in HES, however, the majority of missing events could be validated through hospital notes and GP records. Similarly, Dickinson et al. (2001) assessed the completeness and accuracy of cancer registrations within the NHSCR. The findings of these studies highlight the importance of a multi-source data approach when working with routinely collected data records.
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**Linkage techniques**

The Millennium Cohort Study (MCS) have augmented research questions and validated responses using linkage variables in the form of birth and hospital records \(^{73}\). In a study focused on linking the MCS to hospital records, they described linkage to the NHS using a range of personal identifiers, rather than including NHS Number which was not available to the study team at that time.

This study illustrates the variation in linkage methodologies between England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. Deterministic matching in England is more common. This uses different combinations of identifiers (e.g. names, date of birth, addresses and hospital information) in a hierarchical approach, to account for missing and incomplete data \(^{74}\). Hockley et al. (2008) describe how deterministic algorithms designed to minimise false matches have the disadvantages of a high missed match rate \(^{75}\). In contrast, linkage to Scottish records uses probabilistic matching approaches, here weights are assigned, and a threshold set, all weights which score higher than threshold were deemed to be true links. The probabilistic method used in Scotland yielded a higher matching rate than the deterministic methods used in other countries. Hockley attributed this to be, in part, due to more complete data and longer experience in linking routinely collected data and that a lack of completeness of data in other UK countries meant there would not have been significant improvement if the probabilistic method had been used.

A number of other studies conclude that probabilistic data linkage is known to produce more accurate linkage and less biased results than deterministic linkage, particularly in settings where data quality is poor \(^{76,77,78}\). This is demonstrated in a paper by Hagger-Johnson et al. (2017)\(^{79}\), that reported a study aiming to compare an existing NHS Hospital Episode Statistics (HES) identifier (HESID) deterministic algorithm with one that included an additional probabilistic step and use this to quantify missed and false matches. Missed matches are more common for ethnic minorities, those living in areas of high socio-economic deprivation, foreign patients and those with ‘no fixed abode’. This is significant because it will create issues with bias when researchers are analysing data. The study concluded that probabilistic linkage using HES data reduced missed matches and bias in estimated readmission rates.
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In a similar study by Harron et al. (2016)\textsuperscript{80} comparing deterministic and probabilistic linkage approaches for linking maternal delivery records with the birth record of their babies within pseudonymised HES records. This study explores the merits of deterministic linkage which require exact or approximate agreement on set of identifiers (e.g. sex, postcode, dob). Exact deterministic results in very few false-matches, yet can result in low match rates. This study firstly used exact deterministic linkage to bring together maternal and baby records, and then supplemented this with probabilistic linkage of remaining unlinked records. Harron concluded that probabilistic linkage of the maternal and newborn record is an efficient way to enrich maternity data.

These studies illustrate that linking individuals to NHS records using NHS Number and other personal identifiers present either within the register database, or clinical information within the records themselves poses significant challenges. This is likely to be the case whether linking within a single data source (e.g. linking participants in a longitudinal study to their HES via information in the patient register), or where using a multi-source approach to cross-reference information from a range of sources (e.g. linking related records – such as cancer registrations - from a range of local and national sources). In order to achieve the most accurate and complete linkage, a number of approaches and techniques can be adopted. Firstly, using data from a number of sources can add depth and enable assessments of validity. Secondly, contextual consideration of the matching techniques/algorithms used is important and variations in approaches may yield quality and coverage benefits. Regardless of approach, the underlying quality and coverage of robust unique identifiers (i.e. NHS Number) is important in maximising linkage outcomes. Any interpretation of linkage validity and issues relating to potential bias will need to take into account the manner in which the records are populated and the nature of the record management systems.

Appendix A: MRIS Record Linkage Protocol

The following summary information was taken from the MRIS website\textsuperscript{81}.

**The matching process**
We will use the information you give us about your study subjects to find their current status or carry out long-term follow-up. The cost of the service will depend on the quality of the demographic data that we receive from you.

Factors which affect matching rates include:
- what information is available
- how accurate and up-to-date the information is

There are four types of matching procedures:
- **Band A - Auto-match** (low cost and resource)
- **Band B - Operator match**
- **Band C - Manual with NHS number match**
- **Band D - Manual without NHS number** (high cost and resource)

We start with auto-matching and continue until we get a match or until the customer has specified to stop (according to budget).

**Band A - Auto-match**
Where we can match records automatically by computer without an operator.

*To do this we require:*
- full surname
- full forename
- date of birth

*What counts as an auto-match?*
A unique match following strict matching criteria
Matching criteria is tight so that automatic mismatches are minimal

*What does not count as an auto-match?*
More than one case with two or three parts of date of birth matching
One complete match if another case exists with two out of three parts matching

**Band B - Operator match**
Where an automatic match was not found or where more than one possible match was clarified by an operator. Additional address information is helpful at this stage.

**Band C - Manual with NHS number match**
Where Band A and B weren't successful or for those cases who died before 1991 and an NHS number is supplied. A manual search of non-computerised records is done.

**Band D - Manual without NHS number**
Cases where a manual search is required, and no NHS number was provided.

*Any further information that is available might be useful for matching. Please contact us for more details.*